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Prior to his death, professor of psychiatry, Murray Bowen identified eight constructs that
constitute his understanding of family systems theory. Roberta Gilbert, M.D., a noted Bowen
Theory expert, advocates for a logical progression of the eight foundational concepts based on
the family as the emotional unit. She organizes the concepts in the following order: nuclear
family emotional system, the differentiation of self, emotional triangles, emotional cutoff, family
projection process, multigenerational transmission process, sibling position, and societal
emotional process. 1

1. Nuclear Family Emotional System (Family of Origin; Anxiety)
Interconnectivity is fundamental to the concept of family, whether the emotional system
is nuclear or congregational. As a result, what happens to one member of the family often
affects every other member of the family. In his first letter to the Corinthian church, Paul speaks
of this reality through an understanding of the church as a human body. 2 No part of the body
exists in isolation. Each member’s personal thoughts and feelings about self and relationships
with others feed an ongoing, interactive emotional process that affects every other member in
the body.
Roberta Gilbert suggest that “the most foundational concept of Bowen Family Systems
Theory (BFST) is the family as the emotional unit.” 3 Bowen broadly defined “family” as “any
number of people gathered around an emotional nucleus.” 4 The emotional nucleus is usually
composed of one or both parents. In the congregational setting, the pastor and possibly another
key staff member or lay leader may make up the emotional nucleus.
The relationship patterns emanating out of the emotional nucleus dictate where
problems develop in a nuclear family or congregational family. 5 Problems or symptoms usually
develop during periods of heightened and prolonged family tension. This tension may be
described as anxiety. Anxiety can be a catalyst for change. If a relationship system is healthy,
it enables the anxiety to free-float among the individual members. If anxiety continues to move,
it can bring innovation and transformation. However, anxiety has a tendency to settle on
someone in the system, usually on the most vulnerable and/or responsible persons. 6 The higher
the anxiety, the less the system is able to facilitate healthy change and the more likely individual
members become irresponsible, impulsive, and reactive.

2. Differentiation of Self
Bowen’s concept of self-differentiation focuses on the tension between defining self to
others while staying connected to them and managing whatever anxiety arises in the process.
Families and other social groups significantly influence the way their individual members think,
feel, and act. There is great variation among groups and families in how much pressure they
place on an individual to conform. Individuals also differ in how easily they conform to group
pressure. Bowen noted that these differences between individuals and between groups reflect
differences in levels of self-differentiation. He described this variation as a theoretical scale of
self-differentiation that ranges from 0 to 100. 7 The basic building blocks of a self are inborn, but
an individual's family relationships during childhood and adolescence primarily determine how
much self he develops. Once established, the level of self rarely changes unless a person
makes a structured and long-term effort to change it. 8

3. Emotional Triangles
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A triangle, a three-person relationship system, is considered the building block or
molecule of larger emotional systems. Bowen identified the triangle as the smallest stable
relationship system. He explains that a two-person system may be stable as long as it is calm,
but when anxiety increases, it immediately involves the most vulnerable other person to become
a triangle. When tension in the triangle is too great for the threesome, it involves others to
become a series of interlocking triangles. 9
In other words, triangles are the primary way a two-person (dyad) relationship manages
the heightened anxiety that arises during a stressful time or experience. Although a triangle is
more stable than a dyad, the triangling of a third person creates a difficult position for individuals
to tolerate. 10 The anxiety of one member of the dyad is usually increased upon feeling either too
close or too distant. Decreasing this anxiety often requires bringing another person or group into
the relationship. As a result, the odd person out then becomes anxious and actively seeks to
regain intimacy with one of the other two.
When it comes to the life of a congregation, it is a fact that pastors are part of many
triangles every day. Understanding how triangles work and how one functions within triangles
can help pastors significantly impact the health of individuals and the congregation as a whole.
Conflicts between two people will often resolve themselves if a third party, who is important to
them emotionally, can maintain contact with them both and remain neutral about their conflict.
The principle involves learning how to manage our own anxiety and be a calmer presence with
the conflicted parties. This is what family and couples therapy is based on, and it is a useful
principle for most pastoral functioning. 11

4. Emotional Cutoff
Cutoff describes the way people manage their unresolved emotional issues with parents,
siblings, and other family members by reducing or totally cutting off emotional contact with
them. 12 The attempt to create emotional distance most commonly involves moving to another
geographical location some distance from one’s family-of-origin. Although the anxiety is lowered
and the relationship appears better, the issues that precipitated the distancing remain though
they are inactive.
The loss of family experienced in the cutoff is transferred into new adult relationships.
The tendency is to look to spouse, children, and friends to meet one’s needs. Reinvesting
emotional energy in this substitute family of origin makes the person vulnerable. People who cut
themselves off, then pressure others to relate to them in a certain way or work hard to appease
their expectations out of fear of losing the relationship.
Within the congregational setting many members, including staff, will have emotional
cutoff in their lives. The tendency is to create substitute families to compensate for the loss of
family. For many, the church is an easy way to create a new family. The unresolved conflicts in
their family of origin are naturally carried over into the new substitute family. Recognizing this
transference of chronic anxiety to the church family will hopefully inform the pastoral leadership
that intense reactivity is most likely being fueled by the unresolved attachment to their families
of origin. It is important to note that cutoff may happen when members have left former
churches with unresolved conflicts. 13 This may increase the intensity of their reactivity to certain
issues in their new church family, which most likely is also informed by their families of origin.
The best strategy for pastoral leaders to pursue when dealing with emotional cutoff
issues is to address their own family cutoffs as well as those in their organization. 14 The pastor’s
consistency in keeping regular contact with other key congregational leaders and leaders of
subgroups within the congregation will contribute to calming the system and consequently
lessening the reactivity of its individual members. It will also be important for the pastor to lead
in making contact with the greater community of which the church is a part. A perceived or real
cutoff from the larger community contributes to the church family getting stuck in emotional
navel gazing.
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5. Family Projection Process
The family projection process describes the primary way parents transmit their emotional
problems to a child. 15 In congregational settings, this process describes how anxiety is
transmitted from key leaders to other leaders or congregants. Rather than addressing conflicts
in their relationship, parents (key leaders) project on to their children (congregants) their anxiety.
The baggage of this inability to stay focused on where the conflict originates, is passed on in the
subordinate’s heightened need for “attention and approval, difficulty dealing with expectations,
the tendency to blame oneself or others, feeling responsible for the happiness of others or that
others are responsible for one's own happiness, and acting impulsively to relieve the anxiety of
the moment rather than tolerating anxiety and acting thoughtfully.” 16 If the projection process is
not interrupted, the relationship becomes more confused and complicated, escalating the level
of chronic anxiety in the family or congregation.
The application of the projection process to pastoral functioning is made when pastoral
leaders understand their unique place and function in the congregation. When a pastor
experiences the pressure to conform to unrealistic role expectations, the best counsel is to think
systems. This means clarifying who is responsible for what and where the limits of responsibility
rest. It also includes being prepared for the inevitable reactivity of parishioners when their
expectations are not met and choosing to “meet their reactivity with calm connectedness.” 17

6. Multigenerational Transmission Process
Bowen’s concept of the multigenerational transmission process is the continuation of the
family projection process through multiple generations. 18 It explains how relational patterns and
problems are passed down from one generation to the next. The concept is based on the
observation that every family has one child who receives the over-focused attention of the
parents and consequently a greater portion of their anxiety. These children are more apt to have
a lower level of differentiation than their parents. Over many generations, this transmission of
emotional functioning can result in marked levels of differentiation among the members of a
multigenerational family.
People are the product of the generations before them. In many ways, it can be said
that we are who we are because of our history. The self that we have has been forged in a
particular community. To the philosopher’s words, “Know yourself,” the concept of
multigenerational transmission process would add the phrase, “in the context of your family and
the generations before.”
When applying this concept to pastoral functioning, ministers must remember that each
church is shaped by multigenerational emotional dynamics that have flowed down through the
years. Long before the present pastor arrived, relationship patterns were being established. One
of the most effective steps pastors can take is to continue their own family-of-origin work with
the goal of further clarifying the emotional processes that have shaped their self. This will
enhance their ability to think systemically as they begin the work of getting to know their
parishioners and their respective families of origin. Not taking responsibility for the emotional
baggage of the congregation, working diligently on defining self, and understanding their
function within the congregational system will give pastors the best positioning for effective
ministry.

7. Sibling Position (Birth Order)
Drawing from the work of psychologist Walter Toman, Bowen developed the concept of
sibling position. Toman’s work identified one’s birth order, the mix of genders, and one’s
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parent’s birth order as major factors in personality formation, “other things being equal.” 19 The
phrase “other things being equal” acknowledged the impact of other factors that could diminish
the impact of sibling position. The basic idea is that certain common characteristics are
observed in children respective to their position and gender within their family constellation. For
example, the oldest brother of brothers “has learned to lead and assume responsibility for
peers of the same sex” while the younger brother of brothers “has learned to imitate, to follow
his brother and boys in general, and to compete with and to oppose them as well.” 20 Toman
further determined that the characteristics of one position are not better than those of another
position, but they are “complementary.” 21 For example, a boss who is an oldest child may work
unusually well with a first assistant who is a youngest child. Youngest children may like to be in
charge, but their leadership style typically differs from an oldest’s style.
Toman’s study suggests that understanding one’s position in one’s family-of-origin
increases tolerance of oneself and others. The more people understand the factors that shaped
their personality, the less reactive they become to any particular trait. In the congregational
setting, how pastor and church staff members relate to each other and how pastor and key lay
leaders relate can be significantly enlightened by noting the influence of their birth order on the
functional roles played in their families-of-origin.

8. Societal Emotional Process
All of Bowen’s concepts can be applied to other non-family groups, including friendships,
the workplace, social organizations, and especially the church, given its organic nature. The
concept of societal emotional process, originally labeled societal regression, states “society is
more or less anxious, orderly and organized at different times in history. In these times of
societal regression, there is more anxiety in all people that in turn, promotes chaos and
irresponsible behavior. In turn the chaos and irresponsibility create more anxiety, leading to
more problems in society, in an escalating cycle.” 22
In the 1960s, Bowen began to see a parallel between the functioning of parents of
juvenile delinquents and the functioning of the juvenile court system. In both cases, parents and
courts began to compromise principled stands of right and wrong behavior by often reducing the
consequences of the juvenile’s actions in the hope of effecting a change in the child’s behavior.
This recognition of a change in one societal institution led Bowen to notice that similar changes
were occurring in other institutions, such as in schools and governments. The downward spiral
in families dealing with delinquency is an anxiety-driven regression in functioning. In a
regression, people act to relieve the anxiety of the moment rather than act on principle and a
long-term view. The symptoms of societal regression include a growth of crime and violence, an
increasing divorce rate, a more litigious attitude, a greater polarization between racial groups,
less principled decision-making by leaders, the drug abuse epidemic, an increase in bankruptcy,
and a focus on rights over responsibilities. 23
Bowen predicted that the current regression would, like a family in a regression, continue
until the repercussions stemming from taking the easy way out on tough issues exceeded the
pain associated with acting on a long-term view. He predicted that will occur before the middle
of the twenty-first century and should result in human beings living in more harmony with
nature. 24

Principles Useful to Clergy
In a 2005 article, Roberta Gilbert poses the question, “What principles from Bowen
Family Systems Theory are of use to the leadership of society as they try to meet with anxious
families struggling with their own regressions as well as attempting to be a guiding light in a
chaotic, crisis-ridden world?” 25 She outlines the following principles from Bowen theory that
have been useful to clergy in their functioning as congregational leaders:
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1. There is a difference between high and low level leadership. High level leadership is
based on understanding the characteristics of emotional systems and management of
self within them. Low level leadership is imposed by emotional reactivity and control
tactics.
2. The concept of the “scale of differentiation of self,” explicated in Bowen theory, proves to
be especially useful to leaders as they pull up their functioning in regressive
surroundings.
3. Focusing on one’s own beliefs and functioning, rather than on the group, no matter now
“dysfunctional” helps one not to take part in the immaturity around one and shows a
different way to go than the intuitive or “feeling” route might lead.
4. Beliefs, carefully thought through over time, which become guiding principles for the
mature, or “differentiated” part of self, as defined by Bowen (the basic self) are essential
for high level leaders.
5. Leaders of congregations who work out their own leadership relationships can set the
emotional tone for the whole group. Unresolved anxiety from those relationships (as
with parents) will spill out to the congregation at large.
6. The anxiety level at any given time is a defining factor in the functioning of the group.
7. When leaders manage their own anxiety and stay in calm connection with the group and
its segments (through their leadership), they can make a great difference in whether the
group goes forward with its mission(s), goes backward, or freezes in place. This will
mean, occasionally, taking the “I position” based on principles.
8. Leaders working on their own immaturities within their nuclear and extended family
groups find that they leadership abilities in their congregations and denominations are
constantly improving. 26
It cannot be stressed enough that the minister occupying the primary leadership chair
(the “L position”) in the congregational system most effectively contributes to the healthy
functioning of the congregation when managing his or her anxiety while maintaining a calm and
genuine connection to the congregational leaders and church family. Successful pastors are
clear about their beliefs and values, aware of personal family of origin influences, and
committed to working on self-differentiation.
When first exposed to Edwin Freidman’s perspective on Bowen systems theory, I
immediately recognized it as an avenue for growth in greater self-awareness and greater selfdifferentiation. But I wanted to know, “where can ministers find the relational support and
accountability structure they need to journey from the security of a self-serving lifestyle to an
authentic sense of self?” The ministry of pastoral supervision as a “method of doing and
reflecting on ministry within a covenantal relationship between supervisor (teacher) and
supervisee (learner)” 27 provides the answer.
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Bowen Family
Systems Theory
A Lens for
Theological
Field Education
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The BOTTOM LINE


Baptist Theological Seminary at
Richmond’s Field Education
program uses Bowen Family
Systems Theory as the
informing/framing theory for
ministerial formation and the
practice of ministry.
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BFST Applied in
Field Education Curriculum
 PRACTICUM


GROUP

Theological Reflection – Whitehead Model
Experience

Tradition

Culture

Diagramming Triangles during group
dialogue
 Case Study Write-up & Presentation
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BFST Applied in Field Ed
Curriculum
 Field

Supervisor

 Supervisor

Training-Family Living Sculpture
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BFST Applied in Field Ed
Curriculum
 Supervisory

Session

 Student

Genogram
 Supervisor’s Genogram
 Diagramming Triangles
 Ministry Site Team Meeting
 Site Team Training
 Monthly Site Team meeting with Student
54

Genogram Sample

55

Fish Bowl
What did you observe? hear?

56

Nitty Gritty of
Bowen Family
Systems Theory
57

Murray Bowen
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Family therapist
Menninger Foundation
National Institute of
Health
Georgetown University
Medical Center
Family Research
Center, Georgetown
Family Therapy in
Clinical Practice

Bowen’s Basic Concepts
Identified
Patient

Societal
Regression

SelfDifferentiation

Birth
Order

MultiGenerational
Transmission
Triangles

Homeostasis

Cutoffs
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A way of looking at things . . .
 Seeing
 Seeing

the whole

how the
parts of the whole
mutually influence
one another
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A way of looking at things . . .
 Seeing

how the circle of influence becomes
patterned

61

Genogram: Princess Diana
 Where

do you see patterns of emotional
process in Diana’s extended family?
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A way of looking at things . . .
 Seeing

how the pattern is
maintained by the arrangement of
the functioning parts

63

Allows you to . . .
 Focus

on emotional process rather
than symptomatic content

 See

effects as integral
parts of structures rather
than as an end point in
linear chains of events
and causes.
64

Allows you to . . .
 Eliminate

symptoms by modifying the
emotional systemic functioning rather
than by trying to change the
dysfunctional part directly

 Predict

how a given part is likely to
function by observing its position in
the system.
65

Edwin Friedman
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Pastoral counselor
Family therapist
Rabbi

Generation to
Generation: Family
Process in Church
and Synagogue
Friedman’s Fables
A Failure of Nerve

Basic Concepts (Friedman)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Anxiety
Triangles
Homeostasis (equilibrium)
Self-Differentiation
Multigenerational Transmission
Leadership
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1. Anxiety
“If you’re not anxious, you’re dead.”
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1. Anxiety
 All

systems become anxious
 Anxiety is free-floating, but seeks a
place to settle
 Anxiety is not necessarily harmful to
systems (think of it as “energy”)
 The most vulnerable or responsible
people in the relationship network are
the usual targets.
69

2. Triangles

 “Playing

monkey in the middle.”

A

triangle is a three-person relationship
system. It is considered the building
block or “molecule” of larger emotional
systems because a triangle is the
smallest stable relationship system.
70

Triangles
BASIC LAW:
When any two parts of a system
become uncomfortable with one
another, they will “triangle in” or focus
upon a third person, or issue, as a way
of managing their anxiety.
71

3. Homeostasis
 “Don’t

rock the boat!”

 Systems

self-correct and seek ways
to remain the same.

 Pain

is an inhibitor to change if you
need peace at any price.
72

4. Multigenerational
Transmission
 “Triangles

are forever.”

 The

power of homeostasis
 The power of the emotional
process
 Genograms
 Birth order
73

5. Self-Differentiation
 “Living

from the inside out.”

In its simplest terms,
differentiation is the capacity to be
one’s own (highly) integrated
person while still belonging to, and
being able to relate to, a larger
system.”

“
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5. Self-Differentiation

“Try to
think more
than feel.”
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6. Leadership
“The immune
system of the
system.”
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6. Leadership
 Leadership

through selfdifferentiation is based on an
organic concept: that it is the
nature of organic fields that when
one of the components (an organ
or an organism) can evolve to the
position of “head,” and then
differentiate itself . . .
77

6. Leadership
. . . the systemic effect of that
connectedness ramifying through
the entire emotional system is what
influences the functioning of the
other components and the nature
of their relationships with one
another.
78

6. Leadership

How do you respond to the
statement . . . ?

Who you were in your
family of origin is who you
are in your ministry.
79

Self-differentiation in
Leadership
 Clarity

about one’s beliefs
 Self-definition in relationships
 Toleration of solitariness
 Preservation of connectedness
 Stamina and persistence
 Self-regulation in the face of
sabotage
80

BFST Integration throughout
BTSR Curriculum
 M.Div.

Ministerial Identity Class – Genogram
 Christian Education Formation courses
 Pastoral Care courses


 D.Min.


Contextual Leadership

81

Questions?

82

Handouts
 Eight

Concepts of BFST
 Glossary
 Bibliography
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GLOSSARY
Bowen Family Systems Theory (BFST)
1. ANXIETY: Anxiety encompasses the total human response to the perception of threat, real, or
imagined. Anxiety is the free-floating energy of a family system that is constantly seeking a host
(a place to settle). Anxiety will normally settle on the person in the system who feels most
responsible.
2. The IDENTIFIED PATIENT (IP): In systems theory, the family members with the obvious
symptom is to be seen not as “the sick one,” but as the one in whom the family’s stress or
pathology has surfaced. In congregational families, it could surface as the drinking, burnout, or
sexual acting out of the “family leader.” There are no true secrets in systems – the system knows
when something is wrong.
3. OVERFUNCTIONING/UNDERFUNCTIONING RECIPROCITY: A relationship describing two
persons trying to make one self out of two. This relationship pattern is somewhat of a see-saw. As
one does well, the other falters more. The overfunctioner tells the other what to do, how to think,
how to feel. He/she assumes increasing responsibility for the other. The underfunctioner relies on
the other to know what to do and asks the other to do what he or she can do for self. It takes an
overfunctioner to enable an underfunctioner and vice versa.
4. HOMEOSTASIS: Homeostasis (equilibrium) is the tendency of any set of relationships to strive
perpetually, in self-correcting ways, to preserve the organizing principles of its existence.
5. DIFFERENTIATION OF SELF: The capacity of a family member to define his or her own life goals
and values apart from surrounding “togetherness” pressures while staying connected and
managing whatever anxiety arises. There will be resistance to change!
6. EMOTIONAL TRIANGLES: An emotional triangle is formed by any three persons or issues. The
basic law of triangles is that when any two parts of a system become uncomfortable with one
another, they will “triangle in” or focus upon a third person or issue as a way of stabilizing their
own relationship with one another.
7. THE EXTENDED FAMILY FIELD: The terms refers to the family of origin’s descendants and
ancestors, the original nuclear family plus our other relatives.
8. MULTIGENERATIONAL TRANSMISSION: The transmission of emotional issues and ways of
relating to the next generation. The reality is that emotional triangles connect us to the past and
future allowing dysfunction and health to be transmitted through the generations. Some have
referred to as the generational transmission of “emotional genetics.”
9. RESISTANCE: Resistance occurs when the equilibrium (homeostasis) of a system is disturbed.
When one member of a system self-defines herself differently from her traditional role, the other
members of the system resist through acting out or sabotage in an attempt to force the selfdefining member back into her old role.
10. REACTIVITY: Reactivity is a response to anxiety by a poorly differentiated person. Reactivity is
characterized by instinctive and automatic responses (blaming, critical, fault-finding, uptight,
defensive).

11. LEADERSHIP: Leadership is a functioning position that is present in all relational systems.
Depending on how that functioning position is filled, the system will either benefit or suffer. There
is a direct relationship between the leadership function of that person and her or his selfdifferentiation.
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concepts of family emotional process can be applied to ministry and explore the theological
implications of these concepts. Bowen Family Systems Theory offers a way of thinking that
affects every aspect of leadership in ministry and integrates administration, preaching and
counseling through the concept of self-differentiation.
www.thebowencenter.org – Bowen Center for the Study of the Family. The mission of the Center
is to lead the development of Bowen Family Systems Theory into a science of human behavior
and to assist individuals, families, communities, and organizations in solving major life
problems through understanding and improving human relationships.
www.galindoconsultants.com – Educational Consultants, Israel Galindo, Ed.D, Executive Director
- Educational Consultants is dedicated to offering a variety of services to churches and
educational and religious institutions in the areas of organizational, leadership, and staff
development.
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